
We can help you identify 
the most pressing health 
and safety risks across 
your supply chain – faster, 
more accurately and  
with fewer false positives

Give your 
workforce the 
extra protection 
they need  
from on-site 
safety hazards



Make more informed decisions to  
 de-risk potentially hazardous sites
Humanising Autonomy’s Behaviour AI Platform 
can accurately and reliably shine a light on  
the highest-risk areas for accidents, injury and 
liability in construction sites, manufacturing 
plants and industrial warehouses. Based on a 
proprietary data set of more than two billion 
behaviours, our computer-vision software can 

track, detect and predict human intent from 
camera images and video footage in real  
time and via historical analysis. This highly 
nuanced understanding of human behaviour 
unlocks the data intelligence businesses  
need to make informed decisions for  
improving health and safety measures on site.

Integrate  
 with legacy 
management  
 systems

 Accurately  
identify  
incorrect   
 worker PPE
Whether working at 
heights, moving large 
objects or handling 
dangerous materials, 
workers exposed to 
hazardous situations 
need to wear the right 
personal protective 
equipment (PPE) for 
the job. Humanising 
Autonomy can swiftly 
and accurately detect 
anomalies in the PPE a 
worker is wearing and 
customise it according 
to the company’s  
PPE requirements.

Reduce  
 the number  
 of false  
 positives
Humanising Autonomy’s 
technology can be 
continuously trained 
on a variety of different 
PPE types and human 
behaviours and in  
a range of construction, 
warehouse and 
manufacturing 
environments. This 
leads to a cleaner and 
more relevant  
data set, so we can 
reduce the number  
of false positives 
flagged for review. 

 Recognise  
 workplace 
slips, trips  
and falls
By learning how the 
body’s joints work 
when we move around, 
Humanising Autonomy 
can accurately 
recognise if someone 
is stumbling or falling. 
More than a quarter 
of injuries are caused 
by slips and trips – we 
can help businesses 
analyse high-accident 
areas to prevent future 
occurrences and 
flag injuries in real time 
to respond faster.

Humanising Autonomy’s 
software can 
seamlessly integrate 
with traditional legacy 
systems and tunes 
into other applications, 
according to customer 
requirements  
and existing set-ups. 
Available through 
the cloud and edge, 
the computer-vision 
technology runs on  
a variety of ready-made 
systems, making it easy 
to access, integrate 
and scale at speed.

Improve your safety pyramid by preventing accidents in  
the workplace – from near-misses to serious injuries.  
Get in touch with Humanising Autonomy to find out more



Contact us: info@humanisingautonomy.com / humanisingautonomy.com

The Humanising Autonomy Dashboard


